Abstract: We present a new operator in the ambitwistor string which glues together correlators with fewer points or of lower genus. It underpins the recursive construction of tree-level CHY scattering amplitudes by Dolan & Goddard, as well as the computation of loop integrands on a Riemann sphere by Geyer et al. The gluing operator is a tractable object due to the finiteness of the spectrum. In particular, we demonstrate how it gives rise to the complete one-loop integrand in SYM and SUGRA. The operator is conjectured to be the path integral incarnation of the ambitwistor string propagator, and to coincide with the field theory limit of the standard string theory propagator.
Introduction
Ambitwistor strings are chiral, diffeomorphism invariant theories defined on a Riemann surface [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Remarkably, their spectrum corresponds to that of a local field theory in space-time -in the best understood case, that of d = 10 Type II A/B supergravity [1] . Worldsheet correlation functions in the ambitwistor string localise on solutions of the scattering equations [6] [7] [8] [9] and, at genus zero, provide a theoretical framework in which to understand the remarkable CHY representation [9, 10] of tree-level scattering amplitudes. Correspondingly, if one places ambitwistor strings on a non-linear curved background [11] , the theory is consistent iff the background obeys the supergravity equations of motion, with no α corrections.
One can also consider ambitwistor strings at higher genus [3, 12] . Around flat spacetime, correlation functions of the worldsheet CFT again localize on solutions to higher genus scattering equations [3, 13] so that the integral over the moduli space of higher genus curves again amounts to summing the correlator over solutions to these equations, which now fix the worldsheet complex structure in addition to the location of the vertex operators. After summing over all solutions to these equations (and, in the case of RNStype models, summing over worldsheet spin structures) the integrand is again a rational function of the external data -as expected for the integrand of a field theory. This rational function has been explicitly computed at four points, where for g = 1, 2 it coincides with the 1-loop [13, 14] and 2-loop [12] supergravity integrands, respectively. At higher points it has been shown that the g = 1 ambitwistor string has the correct factorization properties [3, 12] and correct behaviour as one of the gravitons becomes soft [15] , as expected for supergravity. The loop integrals themselves arise from the zero-modes of worldsheet field P µ (z). Note that since the moduli space of the ambitwistor string is non-compact, unlike that of the standard string, UV divergences can arise.
Since they arise from correlation functions on a curve of g > 0, before summing over solutions to the scattering equations, the ambitwistor correlation functions are naturally written in terms of Riemann theta functions. One does not expect to find such theta functions appearing in a field theory amplitude, suggesting that there should be a simpler way of rewriting the ambitwistor correlation function. This was found by Geyer et al. in [13, 14] , following earlier work of Dolan & Goddard [16] related to BCFW recursion of the tree-level CHY formulae. In [13, 14] it was shown that, instead of localising the ambitwistor string to solutions of the higher genus scattering equations, one could localise to the boundary of the g = 1 moduli space corresponding to a non-separating degeneration. This is achieved using the global residue theorem in M 1,n to take the contour to surround this boundary divisor -where the ambitwistor string integrand again has a simple poleinstead of one of the poles of the scattering equations. The advantage of this approach is that, on this non-separating boundary divisor, the integrand can be expressed in terms of functions on the nodal Riemann sphere, much more closely in line with what one expects from a field theory Feynman graph.
In this paper, we propose that the loop integrands can also be computed directly from a correlation function in the g = 0 ambitwistor string on nodal Riemann surfaces. As well as vertex operators representing the external states, the correlation function also involves a new operator ∆(z, w) that we call the gluing operator. This gluing operator plays the role of the propagator in the target space field theory. It is surprising that an inherently off-shell object such as a field theory propagator can be represented by a BRST invariant insertions. Indeed, as discussed above, local operators in the BRST cohomology of the ambitwistor string represent on-shell states of 10d SUGRA, so since the gluing operator represents an off-shell propagator, it cannot be an element of the BRST cohomology of local operators. It seems natural to give up the condition of locality (rather than BRST invariance), and indeed the gluing operator is non-local, while it retains full BRST invariance.
Although ∆(z, w) is genuinely non-local on Σ (rather than just bi-local), the two points z and w play a special role. These two points are each associated with the insertion of a set of local operators that now correspond to 'off-shell states'. The role of these operators can be understood as follows. The relation to the target space propagator dictates the role of the gluing operator in a factorization limit of the original amplitude. More precisely, unitarity demands that, whenever the corresponding target space propagator goes on-shell, the gluing operator has a simple pole with residue given by the insertion of a complete set of states in the Hilbert space. By the state-operator correspondence, this can be implemented by a sum over a complete set of local vertex operators in the BRST cohomology, representing the on-shell particle flowing out of one node and into the other. Away from the factorization channel, we must extend the local operators off-shell, and by themselves they cannot be BRST invariant. The failure of these off-shell insertions to be BRST invariant is fully compensated by the remaining, non-local pieces of ∆(z, w).
These two special points may be inserted on different curve components, corresponding to divisors in the boundary of the moduli space describing separating degenerations, or both on the same curve component for a non-separating degeneration. The insertion of ∆(z, w) operator can thus intuitively be thought of as identifying z and w, thus changing the topology of the worldsheet, as well as transporting the CFT data from one node to the other.
In particular, we claim that the full, n-particle tree amplitude can be computed by using ∆(z, z ) to glue together two sub-amplitudes, each with one leg off-shell as
is a schematic representation of the gluing operator, whose detailed form will be given below. This operator is inserted at the nodes (with coordinates z * and z * on Σ L/R , respectively) and here has one 'leg' on the left curve component and one on the right, as in fig. 1 . The correlation functions on the rhs each correspond to tree amplitudes extended to allow the leg associated to z * /z * to go off-shell 1 . The sum over channels in (1.1) will be explained in more detail below, but it is essentially a sum over all the different boundary divisors in M 0,n where the original integrand had a single pole.
Similarly, we claim that the 1-loop integrands of [13] are in fact correlators of the g = 0 ambitwistor string CFT computed by inserting the gluing operator with both 'legs' on the same sphere, in addition to the usual vertex operators eq. (2.16). Schematically, we can express this as
where and z ± the locations of the nodes. (See fig. 2 .)
The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we review a few salient points in the construction of the ambitwistor string, highlighting the form of the BRST operator ≃ Figure 2 . The gluing operator identifies two points in a genus zero correlator, forming a nodal sphere.
that will be useful in the rest of the paper. Section 3 gives a detailed description of the gluing operator in bi-adjoint φ 3 theory at tree-level, showing how it can be used to reconstruct tree amplitudes in CHY form. We move to demonstrate how its insertion into the g = 0 ambitwistor string path integral generates the nodal sphere form of the loop integrand found by [13, 14] , for cubic scalar, Yang-Mills and gravity in sections 3, 4 and 5 respectively. We conclude with open questions in section 6.
A brief review of the ambitwistor string
Let us begin by briefly reviewing the salient points in the construction of the ambitwistor string. Further details may be found in [1, 3, 4] . All ambitwistor strings are based on the chiral, bosonic action
where X : Σ → M and P ∈ Ω 1,0 (Σ, T * M ). For the purposes of scattering theory we take M = C D to be (the complexification of) D-dimensional flat space, though the ambitwistor string can also be placed on a curved background [11] . The field e ∈ Ω 0,1 (Σ, T Σ ) transforms like a Beltrami differential on Σ and acts as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the constraint 2) so that P µ must be null. This constraint generates the gauge transformations
where α is a smooth (1,0)-vector on Σ, whilst P µ itself remains invariant. Thus X is defined modulo translation along lightlike directions and, accounting for this redundancy, the moduli space of the ambitwistor string is the space of light rays in M , known as ambitwistor space.
Aside from the action, the only other occurrence of the field X(z) comes from the vertex operators. For plane waves of momentum p i , the X path integral is thus
in the presence of n such vertex operators. Integrating out the zero mode of X leads to a momentum-conserving δ-function, whilst integrating out the non-zero modes of X freezes the quantum field P (z) to its classical value
where
is the unique meromorphic one-form on the Riemann sphere with simple poles at z i and z * , with residues ±1, respectively. By overall momentum conservation, P (z) in (2.5) is in fact independent of the auxiliary reference point z * . (The introduction of z * is required to make the kinetic operator of the P, X system invertible and thus define a propagator.) As explained in [1] , the vertex operators lie in the BRST cohomology only if p 2 i = 0 , so the constraint (2.2) becomes
which constrains the location of the punctures in terms of the external momenta, i.e., it says that the worldsheet CFT correlator is only supported at certain special points in M 0,n . Since any meromorphic quadratic differential on a Riemann sphere must have at least 4 poles (counted with multiplicity), the requirement that P 2 (z) = 0 throughout Σ can be enforced by asking
at (any) n−3 of the n punctures. These are the scattering equations [6] [7] [8] [9] . They arise in the ambitwistor string from a careful treatment of the moduli of the ghost system associated with the gauge transformation (2.3); see [3, 4] for further details. (They can also be seen as arising from the ambitwistor cohomology classes used to represent the external states [1] .)
CHY formulae from the ambitwistor string
In fact, by itself, the bosonic theory above suffers from various anomalies, as may be expected since the worldsheet theory is chiral. One possibility to cure these is to add two sets of fermions, both of which are left-moving:
These fields have exactly the same worldsheet quantum numbers, but are subject to independent GSO projections. These fields have action
where the fields χ,χ ∈ Ω 0,1 (Σ, T 1/2 Σ ) impose constraints P ·ψ = P ·ψ = 0. This ambitwistor string is thus very similar to the RNS superstring, but note that i) the theory is chiral, with both sets of fermions living in K 1/2 Σ and ii) whilst the algebra of constraints {P 2 , P ·ψ, P ·ψ} is similar to that of worldsheet supersymmetry in the RNS string, here P is independent of X (in particular, P = ∂X) so the transformations they generate have nothing to do with worldsheet diffeomorphisms; rather, the model is a form of worldsheet gauge theory with gauge supergroup P SL(1|1; C). (A pure spinor version of the ambitwistor string has been constructed in [2] .)
We BRST quantize this theory by introducing ghost/anti-ghost pairs, along with Nakanishi-Lautrup fields H, G,G, for each of the gauge symmetries and adding the gauge fixing term
to the action, where e 0 , χ 0 ,χ 0 are the coordinates on moduli space, i.e. the directions of field space transverse to the gauge orbits. The moduli space is finite dimensional and is the remainder of the original path integral after gauge fixing. The BRST operator Q is defined to act as
To obtain the correct measure on moduli space we let Q act as the exterior derivative on moduli space [19] Q
Note that this assigns ghost number one and odd Grassmann statistics to the exterior derivative. For the purpose of doing computations using the unfixed action it is convenient to split it into a free-, interaction-, and moduli-part as
and treat the interactions perturbatively when necessary. Following standard BRST quantization, the BRST charge Q is given by 14) and the action on the fields eq. (2.11) follows from the propagators given by S 1 as well as the interactions provided by S 2 . This BRST operator obeys Q 2 = 0 quantum mechanically iff the target space M has D = 10. Altogether, after integrating out the gauge fields, the effective BRST operator for this ambitwistor string is
where T = P · ∂X + · · · is the worldsheet stress tensor, c is the usual ghost for worldsheet diffeomorphisms, andc, γ,γ are ghosts associated to the symmetries generated by the constraints above. Later in the paper we will find that the presence of the gluing operator alters the form of this effective BRST operator; we would like to emphasize however that the original form of the operator (2.14) remains valid throughout. In [1, 3] it was shown that the BRST cohomology consists of only massless states. Fixed vertex operators in the BRST cohomology and surviving the GSO projections take the form
in the Neveu-Schwarz sector and
in the Ramond sector. Here, ε µ is a polarization vector while ζ,ζ are left/right handed polarization spinors 2 , and φ(z) is part of the bosonization of the βγ ghost system (see e.g. [20] for details). Note that the spin fields Θ(z) carry holomorphic conformal weight 5 /8 while e qφ carries holomorphic conformal weight −q (q/2 + 1). The OPEs among spin fields and fermions are the same as in usual string theory, namely
(2.17) 2 We adopt the conventions of Wess & Bagger for 10d chiral Dirac matrices
and the chiral spin fields Θα(z), Θα(z). Further, we use the common notation p αβ = pµ γ µ αβ andpα β = pµ (γ µ )α β for mapping a vector to a bispinor. The Dirac matrices have a number of important properties,
These properties will be useful later.
In principle, these may be used to evaluate any worldsheet correlator in the Ramond sector. There are analogous expressions for the spin fields inṼ , which again we emphasize also carry holomorphic conformal weight. After imposing a GSO projection, the spectrum is that of D = 10 Type II A/B supergravity [3] , according to whether the untilded and tilded Ramond sectors are chosen to have opposite/same space-time chiralities.
The CHY formula [9] for n-particle tree-level scattering amplitudes in gravity follows from the genus zero correlator of n vertex operators in the NS sector, together with the appropriate integrals over the (bosonic and fermionic) worldsheet moduli space. In particular, each of the two CHY Pfaffians arises from the correlator of the fermions in the n vertex operators, together with the fermions in the n − 2 picture changing operators that can be viewed as coming from integrating over the fermionic moduli space. Thus, for the ψs, we have
with the sub-matrices given by 3
We recall that the X path integral has frozen the field P (z) to its classical value (2.5). This fermion correlator is accompanied by the correlator of the ghost insertions 20) and, on the support of the scattering equations, Liouville's theorem shows that the product of (2.18) & (2.20) is independent of the locations x r , as expected for PCOs. In particular, we can take the auxiliary points x r to coincide with n − 2 of the external punctures, upon which we recover the original Pfaffian of CHY [9] . One can take this limit already at the level of the CFT correlator, changing n − 2 of the picture number −1 vertex operators to
of picture number 0. A similar correlation function for theψ system produces the second Pfaffian in the CHY formula for gravity amplitudes.
At present, there is no known, consistent ambitwistor string describing Einstein-YangMills theory (nor pure Yang-Mills theory). However, one can generate CHY formulae for tree amplitudes in these theories from anomalous ambitwistor strings, provided one is willing to discard certain terms 'by hand'. For example, if we replace theψ fermion system by a general worldsheet current algebra j a (z) obeying
then the NS vertex operator
describes a gluon of polarization µ and colour t a , while R sector vertex operator
describes a gluino of spin ζ and colour t a . As shown in [1] , inserting n gluon vertex operators and keeping only the leading trace contribution yields the CHY formula for treelevel scattering in Yang-Mills theory [9] , with one Pfaffian arising from the ψs as before, and the leading-trace current correlator giving a worldsheet Parke-Taylor factor
summed over all inequivalent colour orderings α, and indices taken modulo n. Similarly, replacing both ψ andψ by two, independent current algebras j a (z) andã(z) and inserting vertex operators
the (double) leading trace terms yield the CHY formula for the cubic, bi-adjoint scalar theory, with two Parke-Taylor factors summed over independent colour orderings α and β:
where the colour-ordered partial amplitudes 27) and
is the Möbius volume factor.
We stress that, unlike the Type II gravity ambitwistor string, the (known) models containing such current algebras are not consistent. Nonetheless, we will find it convenient to consider such anomalous models below, so as to illustrate the gluing operator in a simpler context.
The gluing operator for the bi-adjoint scalar
We now begin our presentation of the detailed form of the gluing operator ∆(z * , z * ). In this section we will consider the gluing operator for the bi-adjoint scalar theory, demonstrating its use in computing tree and 1-loop amplitudes, each in a given colour ordering. As explained in the introduction, for tree amplitudes, z * and z * should be chosen to be points on separate Riemann spheres, joined by this operator, while for the 1-loop amplitude they will both be inserted on the same Riemann sphere.
The gluing operator for the bi-adjoint scalar theory takes the form
where i, j, k, l ∈ {1, · · · n} are four external punctures with a special role, described below. The operators O aã (z * ) and O bb (z * ) are local insertions on the left/right sphere, respectively, defined by
Note the signs of the momenta in the exponentials, corresponding to off-shell momentum flowing into the left Riemann sphere and out of the right. The only differences between O aã and the local on-shell vertex operators (2.25) are that the momentum in (3.2) is not required to be null, and that the operators in (3.2) have arbitrary colour. The operators are joined by the tensor structure of the target space Feynman propagator for a scalar
which connects the colour flow from one Riemann sphere to the other 4 . Thus, this part of the gluing operator represents a set of 'off-shell states' flowing through the node. Since these ingredients describe off-shell states they cannot, by themselves, be invariant under the original BRST operator on each Riemann sphere separately. The failure of O aã (z * ) to be BRST closed is compensated on each side separately by the remaining ingredient
which is a non-local operator. W ij (z * ) depends on z * (as well as z i , z j ) through the meromorphic 1-forms ω i * and ω j * . Crucially, W ij (z * ) carries dependence on the gauge field e, and hence will modify effective BRST operator to
on the left Riemann sphere, with a similar effective BRST operator on Σ R . We emphasize that the fundamental BRST operator (2.14) remains unchanged; this modified effective BRST operator emerges naturally after integrating out the gauge fields and applying standard BRST quantization in the presence of the gluing operator.
Tree amplitudes in φ 3 theory
Using this gluing operator, we claim that at tree-level the colour-ordered partial amplitudes m(α, β) in the cubic bi-adjoint scalar theory can be written as
involving insertions of one leg of the gluing operator, together with the vertex operators for the particles that are on the 'left' Riemann sphere (similarly form bb (α R , β R )). The original n-particle colour ordering α has split into two α L/R ∈ S n L/R +1 , where the extra element is the node, and likewise for β. (The subscripts on the correlator instruct us to take just these colour orderings.) The split of particles into left and right has to be compatible with the original colour ordering, in the sense that stepping through the entire set, from α(i) to α(i + 1), must require crossing from the left to the right sphere, and back, exactly once. The sum over channels means a sum over all ways of splitting the external particles into two ordered sets, compatible with colour ordering in the way just described, and with the property that exactly two out of the four particles i, j, k, l are on each side. We have to make a choice of i, j, k, l, but the sum is independent of this choice -as we explain below.
The correlator (3.7) represents a partial amplitude with one leg off-shell. It can be easily evaluated. Integrating out X from the Riemann sphere on the left, we find as usual a momentum-conserving δ-function that sets
and that
Here, we have used (3.8) to eliminate the explicit dependence of from P L (z); note that it is now important that each term in the sum has a simple pole at the node z * . The presence of the gauge field e in the gluing operator alters the scattering equations. Integrating it out, we now find thatm on the left is supported on solutions of the 'off-shell scattering equations'
Similarly, we obtain from the right Riemann sphere a momentum conserving δ-function fixing − + i∈R p i = 0, which together with (3.8) implies overall momentum conservation, as well as the constraints
on the right hand sphere. Note that these conditions, together with the definition of P L (z), are exactly what we would obtain in the limit that the original Riemann sphere degenerates to form a node. After performing the CFT path integral to compute the correlator, we find explicitlȳ
for the left building block, and similarly for the right. The Parke-Taylor factors with an index are defined as 13) which is the straightforward generalization of eq. (2.24), with the node inserted as a new member of the colour trace. As required by unitarity, when the momentum flowing through the node goes on-shell, them become proper on-shell amplitudes, as the gluing operator simply turns into a pair of on-shell vertex-operators traced over the on-shell Hilbert space.
Let us now explain why, with these ingredients, the sum (3.6) indeed agrees with the original n-partial colour ordered amplitude m(α, β) in (2.27). We begin by integrating (2.27) by parts in the moduli space M 0,n , and take for concreteness i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3, 4. Explicitly, we write
so that the∂ derivative originally acting on Res z 4 P 2 now picks up contributions from any poles in the rest of the integrand. (Equivalently, treating the original integrand as a top meromorphic form on M 0,n , we deform the contour, originally surrounding all scattering equations, away from the pole at Res z 4 P 2 = 0 and thus pick up residues from all other poles outside the original contour.) As shown in [16] , the only poles of the expression in square brackets on (3.14) lie on the boundary of the moduli space M 0,n where the Riemann sphere degenerates to a nodal curve with two components. (Recall that we continue to impose the scattering equations for particles 5, . . . , n.) Furthermore, we obtain at most a simple pole on boundary divisors that are compatible with the colour orderings (α, β) in the sense given above, and in which exactly two of the distinguished points z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 lie on each curve component.
It is worth emphasizing that the ambitwistor correlation functions are independent of the choice of n − 3 points at which we choose to impose scattering equations only as long as all the scattering equations are enforced. In order to employ the global residue theorem, we have to choose a meromorphic form that extends the original CHY integrand off the support of the scattering equations; the form given in the second line of (3.14) certainly achieves this, but it is far from the unique choice. Each such expression has the same residue at the solutions to the scattering equations, but their value/residues may differ significantly everywhere else. Furthermore, as soon as we relax one of the scattering equations, (3.14) ceases to be independent of the choice of which points have, or do not have, scattering equations imposed. Thus, as soon as we integrate by parts away from the pole at Res z 4 P 2 in eq. (3.14), we loose invariance under the permutations of the external particles; we have singled out the particles at z 1,2,3,4 as playing a special role.
More generally, we could talk of independence of the choice of basis of
that we use to describe theb-ghost moduli responsible for imposing the scattering equations. Fundamentally, this is because the independence of the points w r is a reflection of the gauge invariance under local transformation generated the charge P 2 ; by going away from the locus of the solutions to the scattering equations, we are breaking this gauge invariance.
Coming back to our example, after relaxing the scattering equation at z 4 , the field P (z) no longer obeys P 2 (z) = 0 for all z ∈ Σ, since n − 4 scattering equations are not enough to enforce P 2 = 0 globally. The remaining scattering equations 15) are however enough to imply that
where w is a fixed, arbitrary point anywhere on the sphere, and the RHS is independent 5 of w by Liouville's theorem: it is a scalar function of w with no poles. Recall that the equations (3.15) are to be understood as a constraint on the moduli of the surface. They can be thought of as fixing all but one of the locations z i , up to Möbius invariance. Let us consider the behaviour of P 2 (z) as we approach a degeneration in which points 1, 2 lie on the 'left' component curve while 3, 4 lie on the 'right'. In this limit, eq. (3.16) becomes 18) and similarly for w, z ∈ Σ R . Recall that z * denotes the location of the emergent node. Note that in going from (3.16) to (3.18), the RHS remains independent of the arbitrary point w throughout. We can simplify (3.18) by taking the limit w → z * , where it becomes
19)
5 In other words, on the support of the scattering equations Res z i P 2 = 0 for i = 5, · · · , n, the combination
is independent of z, (though still depends on the zi,) which again follows from Liouville's theorem. with = − i∈L p i = i∈R p i the momentum flowing through the node. Similarly, on the 'right' curve component, with local coordinate z , we have
These are exactly the off shell scattering equations (3.10) that arose above from integrating out the gauge field e in the presence of the gluing operator. Furthermore, from (3.20) it follows that on this boundary divisor
We recognize the factor of 1/ 2 as present in the gluing operator, while the factor of ω 3 * (4) combines with other ingredients to form the volume of the Möbius group on the right Riemann sphere. Finally, the limit of each worldsheet Parke-Taylor factors becomes the coloured Parke-Taylor factor (3.13) describing the colour flow through the node. We thus see that the sum over all compatible boundary divisors
given in (3.6) indeed corresponds to an evaluation of the original colour-ordered amplitude m(α, β). We emphasize that this sum gives the complete (colour-ordered) amplitude, not its cuts. Of course, by varying the external momenta and taking the residue as 2 → 0 we indeed would obtain the cut amplitude in a given channel. We have checked numerically up to six points that this construction indeed coincides with the original amplitude.
One loop amplitudes in φ 3 theory
To obtain 1-loop amplitudes in this bi-adjoint theory we use essentially the same gluing operator as at tree level, but now with both 'legs' inserted on the same copy of a Riemann sphere. Specifically, along with the n vertex operators describing external states, we insert
where O aã and ∆ abãb were defined in (3.2) and (3.3) above, while now
in place of (3.4) . Note that in both the tree and 1-loop factors, the W s can be understood as describing moduli associated to the normal bundle of the boundary divisor. It can also be seen as a holomorphic Wilson line [21] [22] [23] , transporting a frame for the gauge field e from z + to z − .
Let us first understand the emergence of the one-loop scattering equations. This follows in much the same way as the modification of the scattering equations at tree level. In the presence of the gluing operator, the P X path integral reads 24) where the first term is from the action, the second from the gluing operator and the rest from the external vertex operators. As for tree-level amplitudes, X and e only appear linearly in the exponential and so act as Lagrange multipliers. As always, integrating out the zero-mode of X produces a momentum conserving δ-function constraining i p i = 0, while integrating out the non-zero modes of X freezes the quantum field P (z) to its classical value 25) where
, in analogy to the one-forms ω i * defined in (2.6). Similarly, upon integrating out e we discover that the correlators have δ-function support on the solutions to
Thus, inserting the gluing operator into the genus zero correlation function modifies the scattering equations to become the same 'one-loop scattering equations' one obtains [13] by localising the genus one correlation function on the boundary at q = 0. Although equation (3.26) is required to hold at every point on the sphere, the holomorphic nature of P (z) actually makes (3.26) a finite dimensional constraint. Indeed, it is sufficient to pick a set of n − 1 arbitrary points {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n−1 } ∈ Σ and require that
at each of these points. Holomorphy of P (z) then ensures that (3.26) holds globally. It is worth pointing out that, even though the equations (3.27) individually depend on the choice of points w r , their solutions do not. As a special case, one can take the w r to coincide with some of the punctures, which, after multiplication with (w r − z i ), amounts to requiring
for any n − 1 of the n + 2 punctures.
The remaining part of the correlation function comes from the two independent current algebras. To obtain the 1-loop amplitude in a particular colour ordering, we need to extract the coefficient of a given, single-trace contribution by hand. In addition, we must by hand only consider contributions in which z + and z − are adjacent in the colour ordering, ensuring that the colour 'runs around the loop'. These conditions are analogous to the fact that we had to extract single-trace terms by hand even to obtain the tree amplitude. In both cases, they are symptomatic of the fact that this bosonic ambitwistor string model does not correctly describe pure bi-adjoint scalar theory. A further symptom of this sickness is that, as noted in [13, 14] , the 1-loop scattering equations (3.26) contain certain 'singular solutions', where z + = z − , corresponding to a tadpole. These solutions must again be discarded by hand. Later, we will investigate 1-loop amplitudes in gravity using a gluing operator in the Type II ambitwistor strings. In this case, the worldsheet CFT correctly generates the full answer in a consistent manner -in particular, in this consistent ambitwistor model, it will not be necessary to discard any terms by hand.
Altogether, the bosonic ambitwistor string worldsheet correlator of n vertex operators and the gluing operator leads to
when the external particles are in bi-colour structure (α, β). Here, the integral on the lhs is taken over the full moduli space, including both the moduli of the (n + 2)-punctured Riemann sphere and the moduli of the gauge field e. On the rhs, the sum is taken over all non-singular solutions to the 1-loop scattering equations (3.26), weighted by the Jacobian
where each ω rst = S rs S st S tr is the usual vol SL(2; C) factor from the zero modes of c and c, SE i is the i th scattering equation (3.28) where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n + 2}/{r, s, t}. This agrees with the expression for the integrand of the 1-loop amplitude in this bi-adjoint theory given in [13, 14] .
The Yang-Mills gluing operator
Having described in detail the use of the gluing operator in computing amplitudes in the biadjoint scalar theory, we now turn to Yang-Mills theory. In this section, we will concentrate on the case of 1-loop amplitudes.
The main new ingredient in the ambitwistor string including Yang-Mills theory is (one copy of) the worldsheet fermion system ψ, providing the origin of the CHY Pfaffians. This has two main consequences. Firstly, the gluing operator must account for states in both the Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond sectors, allowing both gluons and gluinos to run around the loop. Consequently, the gluing operator in Yang-Mills theory takes the form
(4.1) where ∆ NS and ∆ R are the contributions from the NS and R sectors, respectively. We will see that the worldsheet correlation function involving n external gluon vertex operators as well as this gluing operator can be computed in closed form in both the NS and R sectors.
The second consequence is that there is a fermionic worldsheet symmetry which, in the absence of the gluing operator, is generated by the current G = P · ψ. These currents have the OPE G(z) G(w) ∼ P 2 /(z − w). Now, as we saw for the bi-adjoint scalar theory, the gluing operator depends on the bosonic gauge field e and modifies the scattering equations. In the case of Yang-Mills, consistency with this fermionic symmetry thus demands that the gluing operator also depends on the fermionic gauge field χ. The correct choice is perhaps not entirely obvious, and for W YM is given by
2) This factor is common to both the NS and R sectors. (There will be further χ dependence in part of the gluing operator specific to the NS sectors.)
We remark that, just as in the bi-adjoint scalar theory, both ∆ NS and ∆ R depend on the field X only through a factor e i ·(X(z + )−X(z − ) . Thus, integrating out X again leads to
and then integrating out the bosonic gauge field e leads to the same 1-loop scattering equations
as before. Again, these are the scattering equations that [13] required to describe 1-loop amplitudes in SYM theory. Similarly, the only dependence that the YM gluing operator has on the current algebra associated to the target space gauge group is the common factor of j a (z + ) δ ab j b (z − ). The current algebra correlator factors out of the correlation function and generates a sum over all possible Parke-Taylor factors in all orders, including multi-trace terms. As with the biadjoint scalar theory discussed above, we by hand choose to extract only those single-trace terms in which z + and z − are adjacent in the colour ordering. Again, we expect that a fully consistent ambitwistor string for Einstein-Yang-Mills would possess a gluing operator that does not need such manipulation 6 .
Neveu-Schwarz sector
We now describe the NS sector part of the gluing operator (4.1). In this sector,
(4.6a) 6 It would also be interesting to investigate this in the context of the variant of ambitwistor string proposed in [5] that describes a theory in which the Yang-Mills action is replaced by tr(dAb ∧ * F ), where b is an adjoint-valued 1-form, independent of the connection A.
describes the contribution of an off-shell vector mode, and the tensor structure is
Here ξ µ is an arbitrary vector that ensures only transverse modes propagate around the loop. One may check that the full gluing operator (4.1) (including the factor of W (z + , z − )) is BRST invariant under the transformations (2.11) 7 . This BRST invariance in particular ensures that the amplitude is independent of the particular choice of ξ.
We now consider the path integral over the fermionic fields, which will yield a (reduced) CHY Pfaffian for n + 2 particles. The gluing operator depends on χ through O µ as well as deforming the fermionic moduli through W (z + , z − ). Thus, as well as modifying the scattering equations as before (through its dependence on e), the insertion of this YangMills gluing operator will also change the entries of the A and C block of the CHY Pfaffian.
We choose to work in a picture where the n external NS vertex operators are at picture zero, where the two zero modes of the γ ghosts at genus zero are absorbed by the δ(γ) factors of the gluing operator. More explicitly, this statements means that we choose to expand the fermionic moduli in a basis
where for r = 1, . . . , n, the η r are Grassmann valued constants, transforming as an element of T
1/2
zr , and the moduli
are chosen to extract the residue at the r th marked point. That is, for any meromorphic
where the residue is understood as an element of K 1/2 | zr . (This pairing is an instance of Serre duality.) Note that there are exactly n such moduli, two less than the total number of points marked by either the external vertex operators or the gluing operator. Thus, after performing the βγ path integral, our choice of basis amounts to descending all n external vertex operators to picture 0. In addition, since S(z ± , x) ω +− (x) has no pole as x approaches any of the external marked points (at least for generic choices of these points), we have
so with this choice of basis, both the shift of ψ µ in (4.6a) and the fermionic contribution to W (z + , z − ) in (4.2) vanish. Consequently, in this basis the contribution from the βγ and ψ system becomes
where we recall that P (z i ) is frozen by (3.25) . We remark that this correlator can be computed using any basis for the fermionic moduli -so long as the full χ dependence of the gluing operator is taken into account, one finds the same result in any basis. In particular, this implies that the correlator is independent of the location of the PCOs, as for the tree amplitude. The curious reader may consult appendix A for the evaluation of (4.10) in an generic basis.
We now proceed to evaluate the correlator (4.10). The βγ path integral is trivially performed and gives a factor
The more interesting part is the ψ path integral. If not for the fact that the ψ fields at z ± are contracted into the target vector propagator ∆ µν ( ), this would readily evaluate to a simple Pfaffian. This motivates us to rewrite
where ε ± are auxiliary 'polarization vectors' for the state flowing in the propagator -note that, as usual, these off-shell polarization vectors are not required to be transverse to .
With this replacement, we can immediately evaluate the correlator (4.10). Including the βγ contribution (4.11), we find
where M is the full, (2n) ×2 , tree level CHY matrix involving only the external particles, and v j represents either p j or ε j depending on whether the index j is in the first of second half of M . We also abbreviated S ij ≡ S(z i , z j ), and all indices are understood modulo n unless otherwise stated. To perform the derivatives, we use that the variation of a Pfaffian is given by
where Mǐ denotes the matrix obtained by removing rows/columns i, j. We find that the correlator (4.10) becomes To compare to the result of [13, 14] , we must process it further. Using the q-expansion of the Szegó kernel given in eq. (B.1) we find that, on the support of the 1-loop scattering equations (3.26) ,
so that the Pfaffian of the full, 2n × 2n tree-level CHY matrix involving only the external states 8 precisely agrees with the O(q 0 ) term in the expansion of the spin-structure 3 Pfaffian on the torus, expanded around the degeneration limit q = 0. Thus, the first term of (4.15) can immediately be written in terms of an object appearing in the genus one result, localized to q = 0. Furthermore, a straightforward (though somewhat tedious) calculation reveals that the contribution to (4.15) coming from the part of ∆ µν that is proportional to the metric η µν yields .17) i.e., the co-efficient of √ q in the q-expansion of the same Pfaffian as the torus degenerates.
Combining these two, our result (4.15) for the genus zero correlator including the NS sector part of the gluing operator can be written as
When multiplied by the appropriate current correlator (worldsheet Parke-Taylor factor), the first line here agrees precisely with the result of [13, 14] for the NS sector contribution to the 1-loop integrand of SYM. We would thus like to show that the second line vanishes. Firstly, note that the tensor structure
reveals that the second line in (4.18) comes from longitudinal states flowing through the propagator. To see that these states decouple, so that this line in fact vanishes, we rewrite it in the equivalent form
It is easily verified that each of these two Pfaffians vanishes on the support of the 1-loop scattering equations (3.26), because e.g. the vector V j = (S
Note that this Pfaffian does not vanish, since we are on the support of the 1-loop scattering equations
of the first matrix, while U j = (0, S −1
j+ , 0 j ) T similarly lies in the kernel of the other. We emphasise that this does not mean that the tensor structure in the gluing operator may simply be taken to be η µν , since any choice of ξ removes the two longitudinal modes. This can be seen explicitly in the factor of 8 = d − 2 in the first line of (4.18).
One can also see this decoupling of the two unphysical degrees of freedom directly at the level of the vertex operators. Let ξ and ξ be two different choices of vector used to define the longitudinal part of the tensor structure of the propagator. Then
Thus, the difference between gluing operators defined with the help of ξ and ξ is proportional to
The insertion at z + can be written as a BRST variation 22) where only the fermionic part of the BRST operator contributes non-trivially. However, in the difference of propagators with different longitudinal parts, the insertion at z − is actually BRST closed, since
where the second line comes from double contractions, the factor of δ(γ) in the insertion annihilating the factor of γ in the BRST operator at lowest order. Consequently, the difference between gluing operators with two different choices of longitudinal part is BRST exact, and decouples from any correlation function involving on-shell external states. Again, this does not mean that the tensor structure in the gluing operator may be taken to be η µν .
To summarize, we have shown that the operator insertion eq. (4.5) on the sphere gives rise to the NS sector contribution to the one-loop SYM integrand found by [13, 14] . In particular, we computed the CFT correlator with any number of gluon vertex operator insertions and demonstrated that the longitudinal degrees of freedom through the node decouple on the support of the scattering equations.
Ramond sector
As noted above, the ψ system also has an associated Ramond sector that provides spin field vertex operators (2.23b) which describe gluinos. To account for the possibility that these gluinos run around the loop, the gluing operator also contains a contribution from the Ramond sector, to which we now turn.
As a first attempt, one might assume that Ramond sector contribution to the SYM gluing operator should simply be
which is a sum over the corresponding off-shell continuation e −φ/2 Θ α e i ·X of the Ramond sector vertex operators inserted at z ± , joined by the tensor structure of the spin-1 /2 propagator 1 2 (C −1¯ ) αβ . However, while (4.24) is correct, as it stands this operator cannot be added to the NS part of the propagator due to a mismatch in picture number -the operator (4.24) has picture number 2 × (−1/2) = −1, while the NS part has 2 × (−1) = −2. Hence we change picture on one leg and write the Ramond sector contribution instead as 25) which has picture number −1/2 − 3/2 = −2 and thus carries the right quantum numbers to be added to the NS contribution. One can check that both insertions (4.24) and (4.25) are indeed BRST closed, despite 2 = 0, using the OPE's (2.17) and (2.11).
It is important to note however that the NS and R components of the gluing operator separately have a BRST anomaly arising on the boundary of the moduli space where z + = z − . To understand this, we consider the limit of the gluing operator as z + → z − : using the OPE of the fields involved we find the insertion
at the point where the two nodes meet, with the two contributions of opposite sign coming from the NS and R 9 sector respectively and we fixed d = 10. In addition, the entire correlator comes multiplied by the cyclic sum over Parke-Taylor factors, whose limit, 27) is finite due to the U (1) decoupling identity. Notice that that in this limit all dependence on the loop momentum drops out, apart from the overall prefactor. The operator insertion (4.26) might seem innocuous, but is actually dangerous, since it causes the bases that were used for the moduli of the gauge fields to become degenerate. Conversely, there are directions in the moduli space, of which the integrand is independent. This can be seen by considering that the integrand depends on the moduli only through the combinations 28) and noticing that P 2 and ψ · P are now finite at z + . For instance, in this limit we have
which is clearly finite at z + and has also become independent of . To see that this pairing is now degenerate, we expand the field e 0 in a basis of some coordinates on the n − 1 dimensional moduli space, e.g.
m r e r (z) with
It is then easy to show that there are two linear combinations of the coordinates m r which drop out. The situation is completely analogous for the fermionic moduli. The integral over the moduli which the integrand is independent of produces a 0 2 for the moduli of χ, while those of e contribute ∞ 2 . This can be regularized and the net contribution made finite, though potentially ambiguous. This anomaly is particularly problematic since z + = z − actually always arises in (n−2)! of the solutions to the scattering equations, called 'singular solutions'. One way to handle this is to discard certain singular solutions of the scattering equations, which effectively regularizes the operator insertion and is discussed in [24] . If however both NS and R parts are included, as in (4.26), the BRST ambiguity cancels between the sectors. This cancellation depends crucially on the relative coefficient between the NS and R term, and is a manifestation of the target space supersymmetry of the model.
We now compute the correlator of n external NS sector vertex operators in picture 0, together with this R sector contribution to the gluing operator. This can be done using the remarkable, closed-form expression for the spin field correlator in the ψ path integral obtained for example by Haertl, Schlotterer and Stieberger in [25, 26] . They find 31) where the summation is taken over permutations To avoid possible confusion we emphasize that in this formula there are 2n distinct marked points z i and vectors v i , which we only later specialize to the particular configuration we have. Reference [25, 26] actually treats the more general case of arbitrary genus, and where the spinor indices on Θ α and Θβ are left uncontracted. In our case these indices are joined using C −1 , which allows us to make considerable simplications in (4.31).
To begin, note that permutations in S 2n /Q n+1,m which leave the first 2m indices fixed act trivially on tr(v ρ(1)vρ(2) · · ·v ρ(2m) ), and that the coefficient of this trace sums to give a Pfaffian. Thus the inner sum in (4.31) becomes
where the sum in the final line runs over all ordered subsets b of the complete set of indices {1, · · · , 2n} of length 2m.
We can simplify much further still by writing
and consider the contribution of the two terms separately. Due to the fact that the Clifford algebra is a representation of a fermionic QM system, we have the beautiful identities 10 for the vector part
and the axial part
of the trace of 2n gamma-matrices, where tr(1) = 2 d/2 = 32. Here Ψ µ 0 is a set of d Grassmann numbers. Both these identities may be derived by computing a fermionic QM path integral on the circle (or simply verified using the Clifford algebra, Berezin integration rules and recursive definition of the Pfaffian).
The fact that both factors in (4.33) can be written in terms of Pfaffians allows us to combine them. Recall that the Pfaffian of the sum of any two antisymmetric matrices X, Y can be expressed as 11
36) 10 The authors would like to thank Piotr Tourkine for bringing these identities to our attention. Incidentally, note the similarity of the matrix V to the CHY matrices, given that sgn(i − j) is the propagator in fermionic QM. 11 This is most easily understood via the definition of the Pfaffian in terms of differential forms. Given a two-form X on R 2n , in coordinates X = Xij dx i ∧ dx j , we have * Pf (X) = ω +− (z i ) , we can combine these sums into a Pfaffian with entries
for the vector part, and a similar Pfaffian for the axial part. Altogether, we find that eq. (4.31) evaluates to
where we defined Ψ(z) = ω +− (z) Ψ 0 . We recognize Ψ(z) as the q → 0 limit of the fermionic zero mode of the field ψ(z) on the torus in the odd spin structure. There is also a ghost contribution in the Ramond sector, which is fortunately much more straightforward. We have +− from the spin field correlator. Notice in particular that the final answer is manifestly symmetric under exchange of z + and z − , so that it does not matter which 'end' of the gluing operator we write in picture −3/2.
So far our calculation has been for generic insertions v i ·ψ(z i ) in eq. (4.31) . To compare to the 1-loop answer of [13, 14] we specialize to the case of n external NS vertex operators of picture number 0. We find that the entries of the vector and axial Pfaffians in (4.38) can be expressed in terms of the O(q 0 ) limits of the genus-one Pfaffians of [3] in spin structures 2 and 1, respectively. Thus we finally obtain the contribution to the one-loop CHY integrand in the Ramond sector:
The first term is in precise agreement with the results of [13, 14] for spin structure 2 part of the Ramond sector contribution. This spin structure is all that is needed for the amplitude two-form Y , we clearly have * Pf (X + Y ) =
thus generating the sum over all partitions into two ordered subsets in eq. (4.36).
where the external kinematics are chosen to lie in fewer than eight dimensions, which is the case considered by [13, 14] . The final term in (4.40) can easily be shown to follow from the q → 0 limit of the odd spin structure integrand in [3] , and contributes when the external kinematics are in generic dimensions.
To summarize, we have computed the worldsheet correlator of our proposed gluing operator (4.25) in both the NS and R sectors. In the single trace colour structure with colour order α, we obtain
where the integral on the left is taken over the full moduli space of the theory -including the moduli of the bosonic and fermionic gauge fields e and χ, as well as the locations of the punctures. On the right, J is the Jacobian (3.30) from solving the 1-loop scattering equations, PT is the Parke-Taylor factor evaluated on these solutions, and
Finally, the sum inside the integral is taken both over all solutions of the 1-loop scattering equations (3.26) and also over the location of the insertion of the pair {z + , z − } jointly into the worldsheet Parke-Taylor factor. This expression is in perfect agreement with the form of the 1-loop SYM integrand found in [13, 14] , extended to be valid with generic external kinematics.
The gluing operator for gravity
We turn finally to the gluing operator for the ambitwistor string description of gravity. Unlike the models of the previous section, which suffer from various anomalies and have unwanted extra states in their spectrum, the action (2.13) defines a consistent worldsheet theory describing Type II supergravity in d = 10 [1, 3] . Thus, in this case, we will evaluate the full worldsheet correlator without needing to neglect any terms 'by hand'. Having seen the form of the 1-loop gluing operator in SYM, its form in supergravity is not difficult to guess. We have
Here, ∆ NS and ∆ R are given by (4.5) and (4.25) respectively, as in SYM.∆ NS and∆ R are given by exactly similar operators, but constructed from the tilded fermion system that in gravity replaces the currents j a . Again, we remark that the chirality of the spinorζ iñ ∆ R should be chosen opposite / the same as that of ζ in ∆ R to obtain the loop integrand in Type IIA / IIB supergravity. Finally, non-local part of the the gravitational gluing operator is
and depends on both the fermionic gauge fields χ,χ. As above, this reflects the fact that since the gluing operator modifies the bosonic scattering equations, so too must it modify both fermionic symmetries. As in SYM, individually the NS and R parts of the gluing operator fail to be BRST invariant, with the failure localised on the boundary of moduli space where z + = z − , but this failure cancels between the two sectors. Again this can be understood as a consequence of target space supersymmetry, which is not manifest in our RNS description.
The path integrals over the ψ andψ systems (and the associated ghosts) can be performed independently, and give contributions identical to the corresponding terms in SYM.
Altogether we obtain that the correlation function of the gravitational gluing operator and n external NS sector particles (describing either gravitons, dilatons or the B-field) gives
Here J is again the Jacobian from solving the one-loop scattering equations, I NS and I R were given in (4.42), andĨ NS ,Ĩ R are exactly analogous but with the tilded polarization vectors. As always, the sum is over all solutions to the 1-loop scattering equations. In [13, 14] it was shown that, this final expression is equivalent to both the 1-loop integrand of supergravity, and the genus 1 ambitwistor string calculation of [3] . Here we have derived it working purely with correlation functions in a CFT at genus zero.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced the gluing operator for the ambitwistor string and demonstrated its use with several examples. In particular, we have shown how it gives rise to the building blocks that are used to build up a cubic scalar tree amplitude from lower points. Furthermore we have shown that the CHY loop integrands for Yang-Mills and gravity can be computed directly from a correlation function in the g = 0 ambitwistor string on nodal Riemann surfaces. As well as vertex operators representing the external states, the correlation function involves the new operator ∆(z, w), which plays the role of the propagator in the target space field theory. It is clear that the above procedure can be applied recursively, with more gluing operators connecting building blocks of lower genus and/or with less external punctures. The final stage would be a sum over all (compatible) graphs with the vertices given by a correlator with two gluing operator legs and one external puncture, at which point the scattering equations completely trivialize. Thus we interpolate between the purely combinatorial problem of enumerating Feynman graphs and the purely algebraic problem of finding solutions to the scattering equations. More importantly, we hope that the gluing operator generalizes to higher loops in that it provides a systematic approach, intrinsic to the worldsheet CFT and constrained by BRST invariance, to computing higher loop integrands from the sphere. Following this approach would exhibit the integrand as a manifestly rational function of the external kinematic data, which is a property that is non-trivial in the representation in terms of Riemann theta functions on higher genus curve. Finally, we note that the construction of higher point amplitudes by sewing together two Riemann surfaces, or higher loop amplitudes by self-sewing a Riemann surface, is exactly what one does in the operator approach to standard string theory (see, e.g., [27, 28] ). Non-chiral strings contain an infinite number of states in their BRST spectrum, so the standard string propagator is rather difficult to handle. Since the ambitwistor string spectrum is just that of a massless field theory, its propagator should be correspondingly simpler. Indeed, it seems certain that the gluing operator we have presented here is nothing other than the string propagator, computed according to the general method of [29, 30] , but specialised to the case of the ambitwistor string worldsheet action. Thus, perhaps the most pressing question arising from this work is to find an ab initio derivation of the gluing operator as the ambitwistor string propagator. Part of the attraction of the operator approach to superstrings was that it allowed one easier access to higher genus worldsheet correlators. Hopefully, understanding the ambitwistor string propagator should similarly allow one to use the gluing operator to construct multi-loop integrands. We note that the operator approach to ambitwistor strings has begun to be explored in [31, 32] ; it would be interesting to relate that work to the ideas of this paper.
A Sphere Correlator with NS Gluing Operator Insertion
The insertion of the gluing operator with n fixed vertex operators for external particles requires the insertion of n picture changing operators, at arbitrary (not necessarily distinct) locations x r on the sphere, as explained e.g. in [19] . As mentioned in the above, the choice of these n arbitrary locations amounts to a choice of basis on the tangent bundle to the fermionic moduli space. Clearly the correlator should be independent of our choice of basis, and thus independent of the locations x r at which we insert the picture changing operators.
In a generic basis, the correlator is given by ∆ µν δ(γ(z + )) ψ µ (z + ) − and the matrix entries A rs = P (x r ) · P (x s ) − 2 2 ω +− (x r ) ω +− (x s ) S(x r , x s ) , B ij = ε i · ε j S(z i , z j ) , C ir = ε i · (P (x r ) − ω +− (x r )) S(z i , x r ) , (A.4) for r, s = 1, · · · , n and i, j = 1, · · · , n, +, −. It is readily shown that (A.2) is independent of the locations x r , by checking that it is free of poles as any x r → x s as well as x r → z i , on the support of the scattering equations (4.4), and appealing to Liouville's theorem. Again, notice that the expression (4.13) is simply the limit of (A.2) where one of each of the x r is taken to coincide with one of each of the z i .
B Degeneration limit of the torus Szegó kernel
The genus-one Szegó kernels have following expansions at small q = exp(iπτ ): is the Szegó kernel on the sphere and z ± are the coordinates of the node. We can take into account the fermionic zero mode in spin structure 1 by modifying the propagator of fermions, e.g. at q = 0 (on the nodal sphere) we find
where ψ µ 0 is a set of d Grassmann numbers, over which the entire correlator is to be integrated using the standard Berezin integration rules. Here ω +− (z) is the q → 0 limit of the unique holomorphic one-form on the torus, normalized to have residues ±1 at z = z ± , i.e. ω +− (z) = dz (z + − z − ) (z − z + )(z − z − ) (B.7)
More details on the treatment of the zero mode can be found in [3] and many other places.
